OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Director, CSIR-NISCAIR has been pleased to approve printing of NISCAIR Bank Account Details in Popular Science Magazines & Research Journals (subscription forms/renewal notices/invoices for benefit of the subscribers, institutions and dealers with instructions of sending the Unique Transaction Reference (UTR) No. amount, bank name and dated with order to us by email. Email account for Research Journals/Books (sales@niscair.res.in) and Popular Science Magazines (lkc@niscair.res.in).

ESC/NEFT/RGS Details:

1. BANK NAME
2. ADDRESS
3. BRANCH
4. ACCOUNT No.
5. ACCOUNT NAME
6. IFSC CODE
7. MICR CODE
8. BRANCH CODE
9. SWIFT CODE

Copy to:

1. Sh. H J Khan, Head & Adviser
2. Sh. A K Srivatava, PTO
3. Sh. L K Chopra, Head, Sales & Marketing Division
4. Head, PME
5. PS to Director
6. PS to COA
7. PA to FAO
8. Head, IT for uploading on NISCAIR website
9. Office copy

(Hans Raj)
Section